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“I just dropped in to see what condition my condition was in”“I just dropped in to see what condition my condition was in”

(Kenny Rogers & The First Edition, 1967)

When reviewing the current state of the global economy and investment markets, we

recommend focusing on market signals and weeding out market noise. We believe the five

primary economic and market signals that provide perspective on where we go from here

are GDP growth, earnings, interest rates, inflation and central bank policy. 

GDP GrowthGDP Growth

It appears the U.S. economy may be falling into recession—the business cycle has not

been eliminated. The debate right now is if we are already in one, may soon be in one or

will eventually be in one, and whether that recession will be “shallow” or “deep.” Many

economic indicators are slowing down, but the consensus estimate remains that we will

see an overall low positive 0.5%–1% GDP print for 2022 (this chart is from the Wall

Street Journal as of July 17). 
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Estimated global GDP growth, though it is expected to remain positive, has also fallen.

The consensus estimates are for roughly 3% growth for all of 2022.

Translation: A recession is on the horizon. The Translation: A recession is on the horizon. The bearsbears suggest we are already in suggest we are already in

one, while the one, while the bullsbulls suggest we won’t see it until 2023. There remains positive suggest we won’t see it until 2023. There remains positive

economic news, but many indicators are declining. In the U.S., much will dependeconomic news, but many indicators are declining. In the U.S., much will depend

on the on the Fed’sFed’s actions and the corresponding effect on consumer and investor actions and the corresponding effect on consumer and investor

behavior. behavior. 

The Fed, the ongoing Russia/Ukraine war and rising geopolitical tensionsThe Fed, the ongoing Russia/Ukraine war and rising geopolitical tensions

continue to be the three dominant “known unknowns” to this outlook.continue to be the three dominant “known unknowns” to this outlook.

EarningsEarnings
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The U.S. Q2 2022 earnings season is now mostly completed, and revenues and earnings

growth and “beat rates” are fairly solid and in line with historical averages. Future

estimates are also positive but muted as corporate CEOs anticipate reduced earnings

going forward. 

Non-U.S. earnings are also expected to fall but remain positive in 2022. Valuations

outside the U.S. continue to look relatively attractive versus the U.S., especially in

Japan.
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Translation: We have entered a period of uncertainty with respect to the equityTranslation: We have entered a period of uncertainty with respect to the equity

markets. Earnings are “hanging in there” but future expectations are muted.markets. Earnings are “hanging in there” but future expectations are muted.

Valuations have fallen to the point where many markets are not as “frothy” asValuations have fallen to the point where many markets are not as “frothy” as

they were at the beginning of the year, but history suggests increasedthey were at the beginning of the year, but history suggests increased

volatility as summer ends and we move into the 4th quarter.volatility as summer ends and we move into the 4th quarter.

We saw a full blown “factor rotation” away from growth and toward value andWe saw a full blown “factor rotation” away from growth and toward value and

dividend stocks in the first half of 2022. While we believe this trend willdividend stocks in the first half of 2022. While we believe this trend will

continue, we remain risk factor diversified within our portfolios in case growthcontinue, we remain risk factor diversified within our portfolios in case growth

makes a comeback, which it has shown signs of doing over the past 5-6 weeks. makes a comeback, which it has shown signs of doing over the past 5-6 weeks. 

We also believe “quality” (i.e., companies with strong balance sheets, earnings,We also believe “quality” (i.e., companies with strong balance sheets, earnings,

and cash flows) may become increasingly important as we sail into theand cash flows) may become increasingly important as we sail into the

potentially volatile seas of the remainder of 2022.potentially volatile seas of the remainder of 2022.

Interest Rates & SpreadsInterest Rates & Spreads

The yield curve has become an item of intense focus these days. With the economy slowing

and the Fed engaged in both traditional rate hikes and quantitative tightening, there is

uncertainty about what the yield curve might be telling us regarding the possibility of

recession. Many people focus on the spread between the 10-Year and 2-Year Treasury rate—

an inversion is viewed as a harbinger of recession (though typically with a time lag of

9–18 months).
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Historically, however, the spread between the 10-Year and 3-month Treasury rates has

been a better predictor of recession. While this spread has narrowed, it remains

positive.
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There is not much to love about the total return potential for bonds in 2022, but we

believe there is relative value in floating rate Treasuries (as both an interest rate

and duration hedge) as the Fed continues its rate hike regime. Given the flatness of the

curve, you are not giving up much yield for staying on the short end, without taking the

duration risk of the long end.

Credit spreads rallied over the past month or so and are once again in line with

historical long-term averages. You might be able to generate a decent income level out

of a bond portfolio again. Quality security selection, however, remains critical.

Translation: We remain short duration and overweight quality credit within ourTranslation: We remain short duration and overweight quality credit within our

fixed income portfolios, relative to the fixed income portfolios, relative to the Bloomberg Aggregate indexBloomberg Aggregate index. We are. We are

comfortable there for now and would rather be “late than early” to increasingcomfortable there for now and would rather be “late than early” to increasing

duration—there’s not much to lose right now by staying shorter. Corporateduration—there’s not much to lose right now by staying shorter. Corporate

balance sheets are solid and so we believe coupons should be safe, but the totalbalance sheets are solid and so we believe coupons should be safe, but the total

return outlook remains minimal.return outlook remains minimal.

InflationInflation

Inflation remains a primary economic issue so far in 2022. The Fed turned aggressively h

awkish earlier in the year—to the point that there are concerns it may have to slow down

or throw the economy into a premature recession. All eyes will be on Fed behavior and

actions as we move through the remainder of 2022. There may be signs we are seeing—or

soon will see—“peak” inflation levels, as the economy cools, supply chains re-open and

oil prices stabilize.
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Global commodities have cooled significantly over the past months, as the market prices

in a slowing global economy. China is using both monetary and fiscal stimulus to re-

ignite its economy. If it is successful, we may see a bounce back in commodity prices. 
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For definitions of terms above, please visit the For definitions of terms above, please visit the glossaryglossary. . 

Translation: Inflation remains a primary story of 2022—for now. But it may soonTranslation: Inflation remains a primary story of 2022—for now. But it may soon

be supplanted by the economy. The Fed turned hawkish earlier this year andbe supplanted by the economy. The Fed turned hawkish earlier this year and

initiated an aggressive “rate hike regime.” But now it may rethink its policy ininitiated an aggressive “rate hike regime.” But now it may rethink its policy in

the face of (perhaps) peaking inflation and a (definitely) slowing economy. the face of (perhaps) peaking inflation and a (definitely) slowing economy. 

We note that rising inflation is not just a U.S. phenomenon—it is global. OtherWe note that rising inflation is not just a U.S. phenomenon—it is global. Other

central banks have also begun their own rate hike regimes (e.g., Canada, thecentral banks have also begun their own rate hike regimes (e.g., Canada, the

Bank of England and the European Central Bank).Bank of England and the European Central Bank).

Central Bank PolicyCentral Bank Policy

We see an interesting situation with respect to the Fed. In its latest “dot plot,” most

members seem to be sticking to the rate hike regime. But the market may be pricing in a

different outcome—one in which the Fed backs off if economic data continues to come in

weaker and/or inflation seems to be easing.
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For definitions of terms above, please visit the glossary. 

Translation: All eyes are on the Fed. Our base case is that the Fed willTranslation: All eyes are on the Fed. Our base case is that the Fed will

maintain its rate hike regime through this year but, despite its rhetoric, wemaintain its rate hike regime through this year but, despite its rhetoric, we

think the Fed may back down should economic data continue to come in soft.think the Fed may back down should economic data continue to come in soft.

SummarySummary

When focusing on what we believe are the primary market signals, the “condition our

condition is in” is uncertain. Economic growth is slowing. Earnings are expected to fall

but be mildly positive. U.S. COVID cases are increasing again (though with what seems to

be a milder variant). Combined with high inflation, the ongoing Russia/Ukraine conflict,

and increasing tensions between the U.S. and China, these are volatile and uncertain

times.

We’ve already witnessed a significant factor rotation toward value and dividend stocks,

both of which at least partially mitigated the broad market downturn in Q1. We think

that trend will continue, but we maintain exposure to the growth factor across our

portfolios.

So, while we perhaps are less pessimistic than others in our outlook for the remainder

of 2022, we believe there will be increased volatility and we continue to recommend

focusing on a longer-term time horizon and the construction of “all-weather” portfolios,

diversified at both the asset class and risk factor levels.

For standardized performance and the most recent month-end performance click here NOTE,

this material is intended for electronic use only. Individuals who intend to print and

physically deliver to an investor must print the monthly performance report to accompany

this blog.

Related BlogsRelated Blogs

+ The WisdomTree Q2 2022 Economic and Market Outlook in 10 Charts or Less

For more investing insights, check out our Economic & Market Outlook
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View the online version of this article here.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATIONIMPORTANT INFORMATION

U.S. investors only: Click U.S. investors only: Click herehere to obtain a WisdomTree ETF prospectus which to obtain a WisdomTree ETF prospectus which

contains investment objectives, risks, charges, expenses, and other information;contains investment objectives, risks, charges, expenses, and other information;

read and consider carefully before investing.read and consider carefully before investing.

There are risks involved with investing, including possible loss of principal. Foreign

investing involves currency, political and economic risk. Funds focusing on a single

country, sector and/or funds that emphasize investments in smaller companies may

experience greater price volatility. Investments in emerging markets, currency, fixed

income and alternative investments include additional risks. Please see prospectus for

discussion of risks.

 

Past performance is not indicative of future results. This material contains the

opinions of the author, which are subject to change, and should not to be considered or

interpreted as a recommendation to participate in any particular trading strategy, or

deemed to be an offer or sale of any investment product and it should not be relied on

as such. There is no guarantee that any strategies discussed will work under all market

conditions. This material represents an assessment of the market environment at a

specific time and is not intended to be a forecast of future events or a guarantee of

future results. This material should not be relied upon as research or investment advice

regarding any security in particular. The user of this information assumes the entire

risk of any use made of the information provided herein. Neither WisdomTree nor its

affiliates, nor Foreside Fund Services, LLC, or its affiliates provide tax or legal

advice. Investors seeking tax or legal advice should consult their tax or legal advisor.

Unless expressly stated otherwise the opinions, interpretations or findings expressed

herein do not necessarily represent the views of WisdomTree or any of its affiliates.

 

The MSCI information may only be used for your internal use, may not be reproduced or

re-disseminated in any form and may not be used as a basis for or component of any

financial instruments or products or indexes. None of the MSCI information is intended

to constitute investment advice or a recommendation to make (or refrain from making) any

kind of investment decision and may not be relied on as such. Historical data and

analysis should not be taken as an indication or guarantee of any future performance

analysis, forecast or prediction. The MSCI information is provided on an “as is” basis

and the user of this information assumes the entire risk of any use made of this

information. MSCI, each of its affiliates and each entity involved in compiling,

computing or creating any MSCI information (collectively, the “MSCI Parties”) expressly

disclaims all warranties. With respect to this information, in no event shall any MSCI

Party have any liability for any direct, indirect, special, incidental, punitive,

consequential (including loss profits) or any other damages (www.msci.com)

 

Jonathan Steinberg, Jeremy Schwartz, Rick Harper, Christopher Gannatti, Bradley Krom,

Tripp Zimmerman, Michael Barrer, Anita Rausch, Kevin Flanagan, Brendan Loftus, Joseph

Tenaglia, Jeff Weniger, Matt Wagner, Alejandro Saltiel, Ryan Krystopowicz, Jianing Wu,

and Brian Manby are registered representatives of Foreside Fund Services, LLC.

 WisdomTree Funds are distributed by Foreside Fund Services, LLC, in the U.S. only.

You cannot invest directly in an index.
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DEFINITIONSDEFINITIONS

Gross domestic product (GDP)Gross domestic product (GDP)  : The sum total of all goods and services produced

across an economy.

Interest ratesInterest rates  : The rate at which interest is paid by a borrower for the use of money.

Central bankCentral bank  : Refers to the the monetary authority of any country.

Bear marketBear market  : A sustained downturn in market prices, increasing the chances of negative

portfolio returns.

BullishBullish  : a position that benefits when asset prices rise.

Federal ReserveFederal Reserve  : The Federal Reserve System is the central banking system of the

United States.

ValuationValuation  : Refers to metrics that relate financial statistics for equities to their

price levels to determine if certain attributes, such as earnings or dividends, are

cheap or expensive.

CurveCurve  : Refers to the yield curve. Positioning on the yield curve is important to

investors, especially during non-parallel shifts.

Quantitative TighteningQuantitative Tightening  : Quantitative easing is a process whereby a central bank

targets lowering longer-term interest rates by purchasing bonds and other securities to

stimulate the economy. Quantitative tightening is the reverse process whereby securities

are either sold or the proceeds of maturing securities are not reinvested with the goal

of tightening economic conditions to prevent the economy from overheating.

Floating Rate Treasury NoteFloating Rate Treasury Note  : a debt instrument issued by the U.S. government whose

coupon payments are linked to the 13-week Treasury bill auction rate.

HawkishHawkish  : Description used when worries about inflation are the primary concerns in

setting monetary policy decisions.

CommodityCommodity  : A raw material or primary agricultural product that can be bought and sold.

DiversificationDiversification  : A risk management strategy that mixes a wide variety of investments

within a portfolio.
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